Abstract: The hippocampus is the assembly place, but not final storage site, of complex, associative memories in the brain. Consolidation is the process where temporary hippocampal memories are transferred to long term storage sites throughout the neocortex. Consolidation of many types of memories and learning tasks has been shown in dozens of studies to involve Rapid Eye Movement Sleep (REM) as REM is either disturbed or increased. In my lab we are measuring hippocampal reactivation during REM sleep compared with waking learning and testing whether the neurochemical milieu of REM creates a unique environment that allows REM sleep brain activity patterns to serve a function for memory consolidation that cannot be fulfilled under normal circumstances during waking. Specifically, in addition to strengthening newly formed synapses, we hypothesize that REM sleep uniquely allows for synaptic depotentiation of consolidated memories and the erasure of extraneous synapses. Thus REM sleep could serve a purpose more essential than another waking practice session would provide: to reorganize the brain wiring pattern after learning to allow for optimal function. We see reactivation patterns during REM sleep consistent with strengthening novel memories in the hippocampus and with weakening hippocampal synapses associated with already consolidated memories. We also see that the reactivation pattern, called theta phase reversal, takes 5-7 days, which is consistent with the time course shown for memory consolidation. Finally, we see secondary evidence that the reactivation patterns during REM are effectively changing synaptic weights in the hippocampus of the freely behaving animal.
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